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This preview article discusses PORT—a data donation software newly developed by Boeschoten et al.—to-
ward the background of three core data donation principles: privacy protection, meaningful data extraction,
and securing user agency.
The increasing emphasis on data rights—

such as those mandated by the European

Union’s General Data Protection Regula-

tion (GDPR) —means that users can now

request and download the data that digital

platforms and other companies collect

about them, often in the format of data

download packages (DDPs).1 Access to

these data—with individuals voluntarily

donating their DDPs to academic

research—may open a ‘‘treasure trove

for social scientists’’2 and create a unique

opportunity to explore crucial research

questions that can best be answered

with access to digital traces of individuals.

This is particularly pressing if the social

sciences are to derive meaningful mea-

sures of human behavior in increasingly

algorithmically infused societies (for an

overview, see Lazer et al., 20213 and

Wagner et al., 20214).

As research making use of data dona-

tion begins to gain traction in the social

sciences with different initiatives and so-

lutions covering a diversity of use cases,5

it becomes increasingly important for the

field to establish best practices. These

practices should ensure, on the one

hand, that projects are designed and

executed in a responsible, transparent,

and privacy-protecting manner, thus be-

ing respectful of individuals participating

in such research. On the other hand,

these practices should also ensure that

research projects get meaningful and

rigorous answers to the research ques-

tions they pose.

The proof-of-concept PORT6, pre-

sented in this article, is an important

step towards the development of these

best practices. Being among the first to

so extensively consider and explicitly

implement the notion of local extraction

and analysis of DDPs as a generalized
This is an open access ar
practice, its development also points to

a set of important considerations that

benefit the field more broadly. We briefly

discuss some of the main consider-

ations below.

First, protecting the privacy of research

participants is a core principle that needs

to be adhered to throughout the process.

In principle, one of the advantages of

working with DDPs is that individuals

must first download their own data from

the appropriate sources and can then

decide whether and, if so, how to donate

their data for academic research. In other

words, scholars do not directly access

these packages and instead must rely

on the informed consent and the active

cooperation of the users.

PORT illustrates how some of these

concerns may be by addressed by

emphasizing the local extraction and the

local processing of the donated data

within a participant’s machine. This

means that, in principle, a researcher

may be able to extract relevant measures

of behavior (e.g., number of times visiting

a news website per period) without the

source information (e.g., one’s browsing

history) ever leaving the participant’s

computer. PORT not only demonstrates

the technical feasibility of this approach

but also enables this to run both in

desktop and mobile devices. It is, how-

ever, an open question as to where the

greatest risk for breaches in the workflow

of data donation procedures lies. The

shielding of a user’s device from external

access, the security settings of the

browser used for the extraction script to

run in, and the handling of data by re-

searchers after the donations present—

as the authors mention themselves—

additional privacy risks. PORT addresses

an important part in the processing of
Patter
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data donations and at the same time

showcases other security challenges

that remain throughout the ‘‘chain of

donation’’ and that future initiatives need

to address.

A second consideration is the vastness

and meaningfulness of the information re-

searchers can find in a participant’s DDP.

Data minimization is a second core princi-

ple researchers need to adhere to, mean-

ing to only extract and use the data that

are necessary for the (ideally pre-regis-

tered) research purposes. PORT adheres

to this principle insofar as the data extrac-

tion follows a predefined script that runs

on the participant’s device. While data

minimization is a core principle that

must be part of broader considerations

on data donation, it also highlights a

dilemma. Researchers may, on the one

side of the spectrum, have a clear and

narrow definition of the measures that

they desire to extract from a DDP (e.g.,

the frequency of usage of news sites

within a particular period according to

one’s browser history and based on a

pre-defined list of what the news sites

are for a country). On the other end of

the spectrum, researchers may need ac-

cess to non-aggregated level data either

because a priori classifications may not

be sufficient for one’s research question

(e.g., a list of all the domains that a partic-

ipant has visited, so these domains can

be categorized at a later stage), or

because the research question itself may

not be answerable with aggregate mea-

sures in the first place (e.g., inductive

analyses of text, or more qualitative

approaches).

While some of the issues can be ad-

dressed by pre-testing or previous

research, misspecifying any of these pa-

rameters in a data donation process can
ns 3, April 8, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 1
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lead to a failure of the project. This is

especially problematic, as these research

projects are very resource intensive, need

a lot of preparation, and for many projects

present a one-shot opportunity to get the

right data (see van Driel, 20217 for an

example). As the authors write, striking

the balance between the minimization of

the data while ensuring that the data

are meaningful enough to answer the

research question, hence, is a second

challenge that future initiatives will have

to address.

Third, how to ensure successful and

informed participation in the data dona-

tion process is a major challenge. Insights

in success rates are sparse, yet some first

indication exists: Ohme et al.8 found

11.6% of a general population sample to

donate mobile log data, while van Driel

et al.7 found roughly a fourth of a teenager

sample donating their Instagram DDPs.

Using the online browsing tracking tool

WebHistorian, Wojcieszak et al.9 gath-

ered 711 donations from the original sam-

ple of 3,735 US users. The attrition in data

donations endeavors is a crucial concern,

not least because it can create sample

biases that undermine the quality of data.8

PORT highlights the need for a straight-

forward and user-friendly workflow. Yet,

as the authors also indicate, simplifying

the user experience is crucial. In addition,

next to clear instructions and seamless

workflows, trust may be the most impor-

tant prerequisite for successful dona-

tions: participants need not only to trust

the researchers but also trust their own

technical skills to complete such a pro-

cess, and importantly, they need to be

able to provide meaningful informed

consent to the usage of their data for aca-
2 Patterns 3, April 8, 2022
demic research. The ability to adequately

inform participants in a way that respects

their agency in the process may be one of

the most important challenges that initia-

tives on this method have to address.

This becomes critical if research is to get

meaningful measures not just of a

selected tech-savvy few, but rather from

a broad and diverse sample of the popula-

tion—and to do so in a way that ensures

that individuals not only are able to donate

their data, but also clearly understand and

actively consent to the usage of their data

by researchers.

Data donations have the potential to

complement existing social science

research methods and open exciting op-

portunities for measures and research

projects derived from digital trace data.

PORT is an important step in this direc-

tion, with its consideration for privacy

risks and data minimization. Ultimately,

the research community needs several

of these initiatives, learning from pitfalls,

and the accumulation of experience to

arrive at a standard that can make data

donations not only an important method

for researchers, but especially one that

lives up to strict ethical guidelines and

that respects and guarantees individual

privacy and agency.
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